If more people get a COVID-19 vaccine, EVERYONE is better protected.

Color the heart if the statement is TRUE.
Do not color the heart if the statement is FALSE.

COVID-19 is an illness caused by a virus. COVID is short for coronavirus disease.

Everyone 5 years and older can get a COVID-19 vaccine for protection.

A COVID-19 vaccine helps the body's immune system to fight the coronavirus.

If more people get a COVID-19 vaccine, EVERYONE is better protected.

Your immune system is like a team of superheroes that protects you from the virus.

Doctors, nurses and pharmacists can answer questions about the COVID-19 vaccine.

Lucky and his family have questions about the COVID-19 vaccine. Help Lucky and his family find their way to the doctor so they can get all their questions answered and get their COVID-19 vaccine.

Answer: Color all the hearts. Each statement is TRUE.